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Predicting earthquake risks 
San Francisco 
FoR the first time, scientists are planning to 
assemble a comprehensive model of the 
earthquake hazards for a single earthquake
prone region. Focusing on Southern Califor
nia and integrating 30 years' worth of data 
from disparate sources, researchers at the 
newly established Southern California 
Earthquake Center (SCEC) hope to im
prove earthquake forecasting and help to 
predict the strength of ground motions in 
specific locations in the Los Angeles area. 

In particular, this 'master model' should 
help emergency planners and urban devel
opers, as well as Earth scientists, to attain a 
better understanding of exactly what earth
quake hazards exist in which areas of South
ern California. 

Although scientists at scores of institu
tions study California's frequent tremors, no 
one has ever attempted comprehensive seis
mic predictions or maps of hazard zones for 
the region, says SCEC's executive director, 
Thomas Henyey. But with $5 million from 
the National Science Foundation (NSF) and 
the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) in its first-year budget, and an ex
pected 5-11 years of support as an NSF 
Science and Technology Center, the centre 
plans to change that. Located at the Univer
sity of Southern California, it will draw on 
scientists from seven universities and the 
USGS. 

The model will undoubtedly require much 
new research, but adequate data already 
exist to develop rudimentary hazard analysis 
maps, Henyey says. And with refinement, 
the maps may serve very practical purposes. 

"Soon, we hope you'll be able to come to 
us as a developer and ask what is the prob
ability of a quake on a particular property 
and how strong the ground motion will be", 
he says. "Our goal is to give you our best 
description of the quake hazard that will be 
location-specific." 

The database will also be used by the 
National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation 
Council to improve both short-term and 
long-term earthquake predictions, says Cali
fornia state geologist James Davis, a member 
of the council. In addition, SCEC will prob
ably collaborate with theN ational Center for 
Earthquake Engineering Research at the 
State University of New York in Buffalo, 
another NSF-funded centre. 

Henyey expects the centre to take at least 
two years to integrate existing earthquake
related data into a useful form. The research 
areas that will be important to the centre's 
master model include the history of fault 
movements, earthquake statistics, patterns 
of strain buildup and crust deformation, 
physical properties of earthquake sources 
and descriptions of surface shaking in re
sponse to seismic waves. Once the database 
is complete, it will be used to help guide the 
centre's future research directions, but 
SCEC is already reviewing the nearly 40 re
search proposals it has received from inter
ested scientists, and it expects to make fund
ing decisions on them in the next few weeks. 

The SCEC may have a Northern Califor
nia counterpart soon, Davis says. Resear
chers in the San Francisco Bay area are con
sidering development of a similar organiza
tion for their region, which, like Southern 

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION-------------------------

ReformS sought from UK Treasury 
London 
THE Treasury should protect the UK 
research councils when the cost of partici
pating in international research programmes 
escalates owing to fluctuating currency 
exchange rates, according to the House of 
Lords Science and Technology (S&T) 
Committee. 

When an international collaboration is 
based overseas, the British contribution must 
be paid in the host country's currency. The 
S&T committee's report on international 
collaboration in science, published yesterday 
(13 March), says that the Treasury, rather 
than the research councils, should pay for 
cost increases caused by the pound's value 
dropping by more than two-and-a-half per 
cent against a pre-determined value. The 
Lords describe the current situation, in 
which the research councils must play the in
ternational currency markets in an attempt 
to minimize the impact of exchange rate fluc
tuation, as "grotesque". 

If accepted by the government, the propo-
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sal would ease a long-standing concern of the 
Science and Engineering Research Council 
(SERC), which has almost one-third of its 
annual budget tied up in international pro
jects. The committee notes that SERC was 
forced to bear the cost of a one-third real
terms rise in the UK subscription to CERN, 
the European particle physics laboratory in 
Geneva, between 1985 and 1988. 

The S&T committee also attacks the 
Treasury's practice of reducing the domestic 
British spending on science to compensate 
for money that UK scientists win from the 
European Communities' research pro
grammes, joining a chorus of criticism from 
other all-party parliamentary committees 
(see Nature 346, 305; 1990 & 349, 183; 
1991). This 'attribution' means that, often, 
only one-third of Britain's spending on EC 
research represents a real addition to the 
domestic spending on science. The S&T 
committee's report notes that neither France 
nor Germany operates a similar system. 

Peter Aldhous 

California, is populous, prone to earth
quakes and well studied by Earth scientists. 

SCEC is set up as a 'center without walls' 
- an organization of people in many institu
tions rather than in a single location. In addi
tion to USC and the USGS, the centre's 
participants include the California Institute 
of Technology, the University of California 
at the campuses of Los Angeles, San Diego, 
Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz, and Colum
bia University's Lamont-Doherty Geologi
cal Observatory in New York. 

Elizabeth Schaefer 
PASTEUR INSTITUTE-------

NeW building 
defies the metro 
Paris 
THE French Prime Minister, Michel 
Rocard, last week inaugurated a new 
retrovirus building at the Pasteur Institute 
in Paris. Costing FF100 million, the 4,685-
square-metre building was paid for entirely 
by funds raised by the institute since 1987. 

Laboratory on springs. 

There are ten laboratories with space for 
120 researchers and the same number of 
technicians and administrators, mostly 
working on AIDS. 

The building incorporates some unusual 
features. The whole structure, which 
weighs 12,800 tonnes, is supported on 246 
massive springs whose function is to 
absorb vibrations from a Paris metro line 
that runs just a few metres from the foun
dations. And to make sure viral material 
does not escape into the atmosphere, each 
of the four maximum-security laboratories 
has total air filtering, special extractors 
and autoclaves, and is kept below ordinary 
atmospheric pressure. 

Since 1984, spending on AIDS research 
at the Pasteur has increased by a factor of 
six and accounts for about one-fifth of the 
FF600-million annual budget in 1990. 

Peter Coles 
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